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Even mass neutron-rich niobium isotopes are among the principal contributors to the reactor antineutrino
energy spectrum. They are also among the most challenging to measure due to the refractory nature of
niobium, and because they exhibit isomeric states lying very close in energy. The β-intensity distributions
of 100gs;100mNb and 102gs;102mNb β decays have been determined using the total absorption γ-ray
spectroscopy technique. The measurements were performed at the upgraded Ion Guide Isotope Separator
On-Line facility at the University of Jyväskylä. Here, the double Penning trap system JYFLTRAP was
employed to disentangle the β decay of the isomeric states. The new data obtained in this challenging
measurement have a large impact in antineutrino summation calculations. For the first time the discrepancy
between the summation model and the reactor antineutrino measurements in the region of the shape
distortion has been reduced.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.122.042502
Nuclear reactors produce an enormous flux of antineu-
trinos due to the β decay of the fission fragments. On
average six β decays are produced per fission, thus
generating six antineutrinos. This is why nuclear reactors
have been of particular relevance in neutrino physics since
they allowed the discovery of this elusive particle in 1954
by Reines and Cowan [1]. Recently, three reactor anti-
neutrino oscillation experiments have determined the θ13
mixing angle with unprecedented precision (Double Chooz
[2], Daya Bay [3], and RENO [4]), showing that this
mixing angle is not as small as previously assumed,
thus opening new possibilities for experiments that could
provide information on the mass hierarchy and the charge-
parity (CP) violation phase. Future reactor experiments
such as JUNO [5] and RENO-50 [6] are aimed at these
fundamental goals.
Existing and future reactor antineutrino experiments
require the determination of the primary antineutrino
spectrum from the reactor. Presently there are two main
approaches to determining the spectrum. The standard
approach is based on the conversion of integral β-spectra
measurements available for the main fissile isotopes in
pressurized water reactors (PWR): 235U, 239Pu, 241Pu, and
238U [7,8]. A recent revision of this method [9,10] sug-
gested that there is a deficit of the antineutrino flux in short
baseline reactor experiments [11]. This result, known as the
reactor antineutrino anomaly, has attracted considerable
attention since one of the possible explanations for this
deficit is the existence of sterile neutrinos. Recently, the
Daya Bay collaboration suggested that uncertainties in our
knowledge of the reactor antineutrino flux, affecting in
particular 235U, could account for the anomaly [12], but
the discussion is still open. In addition to the anomaly, the
antineutrino spectra measured by RENO, Daya Bay, and
Double Chooz exhibit an excess in the range of 5–7 MeV
(colloquially referred to as the “shape distortion” or
“bump”) with respect to the prediction from the conversion
model [13–15], which is not understood. These results
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underline the need to improve the predictions of the reactor
antineutrino spectrum.
An alternative way of determining the antineutrino
spectrum is to perform summation calculations. In this
approach the total antineutrino spectrum is computed as the
sum of the antineutrino spectra associated with the decay of
each fission product weighted by the corresponding activ-
ity. The antineutrino spectrum for each decay is constructed
using the available β-intensity distributions from nuclear
data bases and making assumptions about the shapes of β
transitions. Since the summation method depends on the
quality of the available data, improvements can be made by
measuring unknown β-intensity distributions, as well as
providing decay data free from the Pandemonium system-
atic error [16]. This error is related to the modest efficiency
of the HPGe detectors commonly used in high-resolution
β-decay experiments. It results in an incorrect determina-
tion of the β-intensity distribution due to the nondetection
of numerous weak γ rays in the deexcitation of states at
high excitation energy in the daughter nucleus.
In the summation approach, identifying the nuclei that
are the main contributors to the spectrum and need to be
measured with improved accuracy is critical because of the
large number of decays involved. Fortunately, the problem
becomes tractable since a limited number of β decays
dominate the spectrum [17–19]. The measurement of the
decays of these key nuclei has a significant impact on
summation calculations. In addition, the dominance of a
few decay branches opens up the interesting possibility of
performing reactor antineutrino spectroscopy [20], which
can only be exploited if it is based on reliable nuclear data.
In this context, total absorption γ-ray spectroscopy (TAGS)
measurements of the β decays of interest are of great
relevance, as was demonstrated in the pioneering work of
Ref. [21]. The TAGS technique is based on the use of large
scintillator crystals covering a solid angle of almost 4π in
order to maximize the detection efficiency and avoid the
effect of Pandemonium. This technique has already shown
the potential to improve antineutrino spectrum summation
calculations [18,21–25].
In this Letter we present a TAGS study of the β decays
of the ground states (gs) and metastable states (m) of
100Nb and 102Nb, identified as high-priority contributors to
the reactor antineutrino spectrum [18]. The decays of 92Rb,
96gsY, 100gsNb, and 142Cs are considered to be the most
important contributors in the region of the shape distortion
[18]. 100gsNb exhausts by itself 4.4% of the antineutrino
flux emitted by a PWR between 3 and 6 MeV, while the
contributions of 92Rb, 96gsY, and 142Cs add up to 9.9% in
the same energy range. The present work provides the first
TAGS data for the decay of 100gsNb, thus giving a complete
picture of the impact of these decays, since the other three
were recently measured with the TAGS technique [18,23].
The decay of 100gsNb, as the other three presented here,
had remained unmeasured because of the difficulties in its
production that are outlined below. 102gsNb is also a relevant
contributor, since it exhausts ∼3.5% of the antineutrino
global flux of a PWR between 4 and 6 MeV.
The study of these decays is challenging for a number of
reasons: (i) the refractory nature of the element Nb, (ii) the
existence of metastable states at low excitation energies
(313 and 94 keV in 100Nb and 102Nb, respectively [26]), and
(iii) the small half-life difference between the pairs of
decaying states (1.5 and 2.99 s for 100gs;100mNb [27], 4.3 and
1.3 s for 102gs;102mNb [28]). For all these reasons, the present
study was performed at the IGISOL IV facility [29]
(Jyväskylä, Finland). In this facility refractory elements
can be extracted using the ion guide technique. In addition,
the available double Penning trap system JYFLTRAP [30]
can be used to deliver radioactive beams of very high
isotopic purity, which is particularly relevant for TAGS
studies. This combination of techniques has been success-
fully used in previous TAGS experiments for reactor
applications [18,22,25,31].
In the experiment we used the new decay total absorption
γ-ray spectrometer (DTAS) [32,33]. This detector consists of
an array of 18 NaI(Tl) crystals of 15 cm × 15 cm × 25 cm.
The nuclei of interest were produced using a proton beam of
25 MeV impinging on a natural uranium target. Following
extraction from the fission ion gas cell, ions were guided to
the IGISOL separator, accelerated to a potential of 30 kVand
mass separated with a modest resolving power. After cooling
and bunching [34], high-resolution mass separation of the
radioactive beam was achieved using JYFLTRAP. The ions
extracted from the trap were implanted in a magnetic tape
placed at the center of the DTAS spectrometer, in front of
a plastic β detector of 3 mm thickness with a β-detection
efficiency of about 30%. The setup included a HPGe
detector, placed behind the β detector, to monitor the purity
of the beam. During the measurements, a tape transport
system served to carry away spent activity, and its collection
cycles were selected according to the half-lives of the decays
of interest.
The total sum energy was reconstructed off-line from
the signals in the individual modules, with the require-
ment of a coincidence between DTAS and the β detector.
The coincidence requirement provided a spectrum free
from environmental background, but in the analysis
additional sources of contamination had to be taken into
account. The summing-pileup distortion was calculated
as in previous works [18,22,25], with a Monte Carlo (MC)
procedure based on the random superposition of two
stored events within the ADC gate length [35,36]. Several
calibration sources (22;24Na, 60Co, 137Cs, and 152Eu-133Ba)
were used to obtain the energy and resolution calibration
of the spectrometer.
In the TAGS analyses we followed the method devel-
oped by the Valencia group [37–39]. To determine the
β-intensity distribution, one must solve the inverse prob-
lem di ¼
P
levels
j RijðBÞfj [38], where di is the number of
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counts in channel i of the spectrum free of contaminants,
fj represents the number of events that feed level j in the
daughter nucleus, and Rij is the response function of the
detector, which depends on the branching ratios (B) for
different deexcitation paths of the states populated in the
decay. The branching-ratio matrices for the present Nb
decays were calculated using the known level schemes of
the daughter nuclei at low excitation energies [27,28].
From the last accepted level up to the Qβ value, a
continuum region of 40 keV bins was defined with
branching ratios calculated on the basis of the statistical
model [39], and modified during the analysis to reproduce
a number of observables such as the total energy spectrum
with and without different module-multiplicity condi-
tions, the individual crystal spectra and the absolute γ
intensities deexciting levels in the known part of the level
scheme. The parameters used for the statistical model
calculation for each of the analyzed cases were taken from
the RIPL-3 database [40]. Once each branching-ratio
matrix B was defined, Rij was calculated by means of
MC simulations [37] using the GEANT4 simulation pack-
age [41]. The MC simulations were validated by com-
parison with measurements of calibration sources
performed during the experiment [36].
Similar strategies were adopted for the A ¼ 100 and
A ¼ 102 systems in order to distinguish experimentally
between the decays of the two isomers. The 1þ 100gsNb and
102mNb low-spin isomers were populated selectively
through the β decay of the 0þ ground states of the Zr
parents, by extracting 100Zr and 102Zr ions, respectively,
from JYFLTRAP. Thus, the decays of the parent Zr
isotopes were considered as contaminants in these mea-
surements. In contrast, the high spin isomers, 100mNb
(assumed to be a 5þ [42]) and 102gsNb (assumed to be a
4þ), were obtained by selecting the 100Nb and 102Nb ions
in the trap. In both cases, the high-spin component was
favored in the proton-induced fission process, and the
low-spin component was treated as a contaminant that
represented 9.4% of the total spectrum of 100Nb and
19.7% in the 102Nb case. The normalization factors of
the contaminants of each measurement will be discussed
later. In addition, to check the overall consistency of
the separation of the isomers, in the 100Nb case we also
dedicated a run to collecting data using the Ramsey
cleaning purification technique in the trap [43], with
higher mass resolving power than the conventional
technique.
As a first step we extracted the TAGS spectra from the
decay of the low spin Nb isomers, produced in the decay of
the Zr parents. If the Zr decays were well known, they could
be simulated and subtracted. However, the information
available for these decays is incomplete. The Qβ of the
decay of 100Zr is 3.421 MeVand the last level populated in
β decay seen experimentally is at 704.1 keV [44]. The
decay of 102Zr has Qβ ¼ 4.717 MeV and the highest level
populated in β decay seen experimentally is at an excitation
energy of 940.5 keV [44]. The time information registered
within each measurement cycle allowed us to sort the data
for 100Zr þ 100gsNb and 102Zr þ 102mNb off-line using differ-
ent time windows to exploit the small differences in the
half-lives of the implanted (Zr) and daughter (Nb) decays
(7.1–1.5 s and 2.9–1.3 s, respectively). Their individual
contributions to the combined spectra were obtained by
solving linear equations for the content of each bin in the
TAGS spectrum. For every time window the weight of each
decay was obtained by solving Bateman equations. Using
this procedure, we were able to separate the contributions
of the spectra of the decays of 100Zr and 102Zr in each of the
Zr þ Nb combined measurements. Although the extracted
spectra exhibited large statistical fluctuations (reaching
100% of the bin content at 2 and 3 MeV, respectively),
they allowed us to perform a TAGS analysis to obtain
information about the β intensities for the Zr decays. From
this analysis we found an additional < 2% β intensity to a
level at 1.26 MeV in 100Nb in the decay of 100Zr. This level
had been identified in a reaction study [45], but had not
been seen previously in β decay. In the decay of 102Zr
14.5% of the β intensity was seen to populate levels above
940.5 keVand below 3MeV. In order to avoid the problems
related to the statistical fluctuations in the extracted Zr
components, we used the smooth spectra obtained from
MC simulation as a contaminant in the analyses of the low
spin Nb isomers. For this, the β-intensity distributions
obtained in the TAGS analyses of the Zr spectra were used
as input for the DECAYGEN event generator [39]. The
normalization of the decay of 100Zr for the analysis of
100gsNb was obtained using its most intense γ ray, which
connects the level at 400.5 keV with the ground state.
Similarly, in the case of 102mNb the normalization of
the decay of 102Zr was obtained from the 599.48 and
535.13 keV γ rays, emitted in the deexcitation of the level at
599.48 keV. The upper panel of Fig. 1 shows the 100Zr
contamination obtained in this way. The analysis of the
total TAGS spectrum then provides the β intensity for the
decay of 100gsNb.
Once the low-spin decay components were determined
in this way, we proceeded to the analyses of the
measurements with the mixed contributions from both
isomers. Each low-spin Nb spectrum was treated as a
contaminant in order to extract the contribution of the
high-spin isomer. In the decay of 100mNb, represented in
the lower panel of Fig. 1, the contribution of the low-spin
isomeric branch to the spectrum was normalized using the
peak at 695.2 keV, associated with a 0þ level populated
only in the decay of the low-spin isomer. Similarly, in
the 102gsNb case the peak associated with the 0þ state at
698.26 keV, only populated in the decay of 102mNb, was
used in the normalization.
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The quality of the reproduction of the measured and
reconstructed spectra for the decays of 100gs;100mNb is
shown in Fig. 1. The β-intensity distributions determined
in these analyses are presented in Fig. 2. Several sources of
systematic error (statistical errors are negligible in com-
parison) were considered in the evaluation of the uncer-
tainties, in line with Refs. [22,25,31,46]. The β intensities
obtained from high-resolution measurements are also
presented, showing that both cases suffered from the
Pandemonium effect. In the case of the 100gsNb 4.4% of
the β intensity was found above the last populated level
previously known at 3.129 MeV, while for 100mNb 14.5% of
the β intensity feeds levels above 3.65 MeV, the last
populated level known from high-resolution measurements.
In the A ¼ 102 cases (see figures in the Supplemental
Material [47]), for 102gsNb almost 50% of the β intensity
was found to populate levels above 2.48 MeV, the highest
energy level known to be populated from high-resolution
measurements. In the case of 102mNb no previous β-intensity
data were available.
Antineutrino spectrum calculations have been performed
using the summation method developed by the Nantes
group [21]. Allowed shapes were assumed for the present
cases, since allowed transitions dominate according to the
spin-parity values. Figure 3 shows the ratio between the
antineutrino spectrum calculated with the inclusion of
the present TAGS β-intensity distributions, and the original
calculation based on previous knowledge from high reso-
lution measurements for each of the four main fissile
isotopes in a PWR reactor. The data for the original
calculation came from JEFF-3.1 [48], except for 102gsNb
where they were taken from ENSDF [49]. The impact of
the present results is significant in the energy region of
the reactor antineutrino shape distortion, especially for
the Pu isotopes, with large peaks around 4.5 and 6.5 MeV.
Although the new data for 100gs;100mNb decays have a
maximum impact of ∼1% for the four fissile isotopes
relative to previous high-resolution measurements, the
impact of the 102Nb cases is remarkable due to the scarce
previous information. The results for 102gsNb lower the ratio
for uranium and plutonium isotopes by up to 3% and 4%,
respectively. The 102mNb results raise the ratio by up to 1%,
2%, 4%, and 6% for 238U, 235U, 241Pu, and 239Pu, respec-
tively. For the first time, the impact of the data reduces the
discrepancy between the summation calculations and the
measured antineutrino spectra in the region of the shape
distortion. The combined effect of our new results shows an
even larger influence in the region of shape distortion than
previous TAGS studies of the most important contributors
in this region: the impact of 92Rb was up to 4.5% for 235U
[18], while the combined impact of 92Rb, 96gsY, and 142Cs
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amounted to about 3.5% for all fissioning systems in
Ref. [23] (with different reference data than were used
in Ref. [18]). In the present case the impact is dominated by
the 102Nb decay data. This confirms that the final impact
can be larger than expected, depending on the missing
information in the databases, and on the systematic error
introduced by the Pandemonium effect.
Incomplete β-decay data can also lead to an incorrect
determination of the decay heat (DH) [31], i.e., the energy
released by the decay of fission products in a working
reactor and after reactor shut down. The DH as a function
of time is estimated using summation calculations, i.e.,
computed by summing the energy released by each decay
(average γ and β energies for β-decaying nuclei) weighted
by the corresponding activity. The β-intensity distributions
obtained in this work have been used to determine the
average γ and β energies released per decay (see average
energies in the Supplemental Material [47]).
The impact of the new TAGS data on DH summation
calculations has been evaluated and compared with the
ENDF/B-VII.1 database [50] used as a reference (due to the
lack of previous results for 102mNb, the estimate E¯γ ¼ E¯β ¼
Qβ=3was made). The largest effect is introduced by 100gsNb
and 102gsNb, where there is an increase of 1% and 1.5% in
the ratio of the γ component at 10 s in 235U (1.2% and 1.8%,
respectively, in 239Pu). The new results for 102mNb lower by
1.5% and 3% the γ component in 235U and 239Pu, respec-
tively, below 1 s. The total impact in the β component of
235U and 239Pu at 10 s is a reduction of 1% and 1.3%,
respectively.
In conclusion, measurements of the β decay of
100gs;100mNb and 102gs;102mNb have been carried out using
the TAGS technique. Thanks to the purity of the beams
provided by JYFLTRAP and the use of different strategies in
the production of the nuclei of interest, we were able to
separate the contribution of each isomer in the analyses. Our
results show that previous measurements for 100gs;100mNb and
102gsNb were affected by the Pandemonium effect, while the
β-intensity distribution for 102mNb has been determined for
the very first time. Reactor antineutrino spectrum summation
calculations show a large impact of our measurements in the
energy region of the shape distortion at 5–7 MeV by up to
2% for 235U and 6% for 239Pu. In addition, an overall increase
of around 3% in the DH γ component of 235U and 239Pu was
found at 10 s. Both results emphasize the need for TAGS
measurements to improve summation calculations for both
DH and antineutrino spectrum. Amidst the current debate in
the field of antineutrino physics, the latest investigations [51]
emphasize the importance of summation calculations in
the investigation of the origin of the shape distortion and
the flux anomalies. The present results, obtained from very
challenging measurements, are a significant step towards
improved antineutrino summation calculations and detailed
antineutrino spectroscopy of reactors.
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